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Dear Editors,
I think S1upplncj Srone. is a superb idea! Having topics of international interests
makes it something kids want to read. To have something like S1uppl"'J Srone. that
stresses "multi-ethnic", will be a step towards breaking down the stereotypes of the
different countries. Having a magazine that represents the children of the world is
wonderful! Keep up the good work!
-Lynn Keicher, 16 yrs old, Randolph Center, Vermont
Dear Arun,
Thank-you for the letter and picture. Yes, I would like to have a pen-pal. Today I
had a good time, I went to a country town. I hope to meet you!
-Ryan Parker 8 yrs old, Independence, Missouri.

Dear Readers,
Welcome to the first issue of Sklppin'j Scones, a small but lively reflection of a
pretty wide world. Sktppin'j Scones came out like something being born (with lots
of labor, laughing and even a few good messes to clean-up.) But it doesn't belong to
us. It belongs to anyone willing to participate in its energetic life. Like any infant, it
needs care and attention; and will surprise everyone with changes as it grows. You can
be part of these changes. Send in something you've written or drawn. (Need ideas?
Look for suggested activities wherever you see the *.) We'd love to hear from you.
And we'll do our best to respond soon if we're notall tangled up in something. . .
or
on our way somewhere...

~q -k~
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A tree is a giant mop,
~
and on the very top,
it mops the sky so blue,
~
and makes it pretty for me and you!

A tree is like a giant umbrella.
Or a tree is an octopus that is swimming
in the ocean, Or a huge jungle
with monkies that were PlaYing,j:.
Or Medusa making people into
stones, Or the leaves that are
pink popcorn, Or a bunch of
arms everywhere.

t 7J

A tree is like a big spider,
upside-down and turned around.
And when the wind blows very hard,
it tries to get right-side-up,
but it never gets quite that far and always
gets unsetup!

-Zachariah Flury, 4th grade
Edison School, Eugene, OR

A tree is like a serpent,
out of a green grass sea,
and no one can stand up to it,
not even you and me!

A tree's branches look like arms when
the blowing wind makes them sway from
side to side and its bark is as dark as a
forest fire going up in smoke and makes
the sky brown. A tree's roots are as stable
as the statue of Liberty and it is as strong
as a greyhound's legs. The wood that
stays lonesome under the bark and on top
of the roots is as hard as a rock but when
fall comes all of the leaves fall off and get
as crisp as burnt toast and some of the
trees get at least one hundred years old and
that seems ancient to us but really this is
what most trees are like.

--Shannon Marie Fishwick
3rd grade, Edison School
(These poems were written after these
writers attended a nature education
workshop at Mt. Pisgah Arboretum in Eugene, Oregon.)

-Blake Pengelly, 4th grade
Edison School, Eugene, OR

*

Adopt a tree and tell about it. (Clearing, a magazine published by the Environmental
Education Project at Portland State University, P.O. Box 751, Portland OR 97207, lists
a few ways to do this in their MarchiApril 1988 issue):
* Choose a tree and look closely at it. Is it coniferous or deciduous? Using field
guides, identify your tree.
v'
* Draw a picture of your tree and write a paragraph describing it.
* Do you see any animals or signs of animals in, on, or near your tree? (Don't forget
insects and other small animals!) If you do see animals, what are they doing? Draw
J
,...- fI~
pictures of the animals you see.

* Makeleaf,bark,orlwigrubbings.
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qive me Seeds
Mama mbe thimbindi nzie kumitsa
Mama mbe thimbindi nzie kumitsa
nzie nzie nzie nzie kumitsa
nzie nzie nzie nzie kumitsa
shirula shimero kani nakhutsa
nzie nzie nzie nzie kumitsa
nzie nzie nzie nzie kumitsa

Mother give me seeds to sow
The rains will be coming soon
When the rains fall the plants will grow
Give me seeds to sow

This song was given to us by Jackie Omanga Irwin, a native Kenyan woman. It is
from the Abaluyia people ofKenya. It is sung by children before the planting season.
As they sing, they make hand and body motions ofplanting seeds, rain falling and
plants rising from the ground.

by Rebeca DeMoss, 8 yrs old,
El Encinal, Mexico
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In the beginning
there is no east or west,
no high or low
no fast,
. no .slow
no pam or JOY
no love, no hate

~asanobu

Fukuoka
Natural Farming Advocate
Japan

So what of a sower of seeds in the desert?
*Does this poem mean anything to you? Can you create a story or another poem
to go along with this drawing?
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Ayer, mi mama y yo oimos ladrar a
la perra, y despues un ruido como de una
llanta desinflandose. Cuando salimos de
la casa volvimos a oir ese ruido, y ella Ie
grito a mi papa, "Creo que hay una vIDora
de cascabel, ven!" Y llego corriendo junto
con mi herrnano. Lum y yo queriamos
ver pero mis papas nos dijeron que nos
alejaramos, entonces nos subimos a unos
tubos. Mi papa fue por un palo y cuando
regresso Ie pidio a mi mama que Ie trajera
una cubeta. Cuando por fin encountraron
la vibora mi papa la empujo con el palo
hacia adentro de la cubeta tirada en el
suelo. La vibora estaba muy enojada y
movia mucho su cascabel. Pero gracias a
que es lenta para moverse, no costa
mucho trabajo meterla a la cubeta. Mi
mama Ie puso la tapa rapidamente. Mis
papas nos han dicho que cuando se pueda
respetar la vida de cualquier animal,
debemos tratar de hacerlo.
Afortunadamente ahora no tuvimos que
matar a la vIDora.
Hoy la llevamos al otro lado de
unos cerros muy altos, a otro valle donde
no vive gente en mucha distancia. EI
paseo se puso bonito. Visitamos unas
cuevas donde vivieron unos indios hace
cientos de aiios, y recogimos frutitas de
cactus, muy sabrosas. La visita de la
vIDora nos dio un buen pretexto para un
linda paseo! Lum y yo olvidamos
nuestras gOrras en una de las cuevas,
tendremos que volver por ellas otro dfa.
Tenemos otro pretexto para volver a
pasear en el campo que tanto me gusta.
-Elalt, 7 yrs old
Comunidad Krutsio
Baja California, Mexico

Yesterday, my mom and I heard the
dog barking, and after that we heard a
noise like a tire losing air. When we left
the house, we heard that noise again. My
mother shouted to my father, "I believe
there is a rattle-snake. Come!" My dad
came running with my brother. Lum and
I wanted to see, but my parents told us to
stay away. Then we climbed up on some
pipes. My dad went for a stick and finally
found the snake, my dad pushed it with
the stick towards the bucket which was on
the ground. The snake was very angry,
and it moved its rattle a lot, but luckily it
didn't move very fast and it wasn't hard
to put into the bucket. My mother put the
lid on quickly.
My parents have told us that we
should always respect an animal's life.
Fortunately, this time we didn't have to
kill the snake. Today, we took it to the
other side of the high hills, to another
valley where no people live. It turned out
be to a pretty walk. We visited some
caves where Indians lived hundreds of
years ago and we picked delicious cactus
fruits. The snake's visit gave us a good
excuse for a nice walk. Lum and I forgot
our hats in one of the caves so we will
have to return for them another day. Then
we will have another excuse to walk in the
country which I like so much.
(Translated by Celia Isabel LemeilletCullis, teacher, Originally from Buenos
Aires, Argentina)

* Can you tell how old a rattlesnake is by
looking at its rattles? Do you have any
snake stories to tell?
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One day I was out in the field mocking birds. I loved hawks and falcons. I
studied about them in school. "Robert," my mom called, "It's time for dinner." I was
hungry. I zipped to the house and came barging through the kitchen door.
"What's for dinner?" I asked.
"Fried chicken."
"Oh, yuck," I thought.
The next morning I woke up with a surprise. There was a tapping on my
bedroom window. There was a baby hawk. It looked like it had a broken wing. When
Mom called me for breakfast, I asked her to come and look.
"Well, what are you waiting for? Go get Daddy's thick rubber gloves and get him
out of the cold." The poor little hawk was freezing and hungry. I fed him pieces of
pastrami. My mom packed up my bag and I went off to school. I came home that day
and my mom had put a bandage around him with an ice cream stick under the bandage.
He wasn't scared at all! He would walk over when I was doing my homework and sit
on my papers so he could get attention. I called him Zippy.
Two weeks passed and Zippy wanted his bandage off. I saw that he was getting
better. I took it off and Zippy flew around the house. I knew he was ready to go on his
own. The next morning I took him out. He looked like he wanted to go. He turned and
pecked me softly on the nose. The next thing I knew he was off in the great blue sky.
- Brian Hamman, grade 6

CloseL
Hi, my name is David. I have a brother and a mom. My dad passed away about a
month ago. But I am feeling better now, especially because my brother moved out of the
house. That meant I got to have his room. But when I moved in it all happened.
I went to put my clothes in the closet, but when I open the doors I didn't see a
wall or even clothes hangers. What I saw was a vast forest and in that forest I saw
animals moving and rivers running. But then a voice called out to me. I looked up and
saw an owl looking down at me. I was so scared my mouth wouldn't open, but finally I
managed to say a squeaky, "Hi."
The owl said, "You must come to see the judge."
I said, "OK, if you promise to bring me back." He said no more but nodded. I
followed him to the judge.
The judge said, "Case 571," and with a loud bang of a gavel, "Court in session.
David, did you or did you not trespass in the land of the closets?"
"I did, your honor."
"Then I, Judge Wart Hog, will allow you to return to your ways, but you must
spend three days with these two doing everything they do." A pair of squirrels came
forward.
Now I can climb trees pretty well and learned you can eat acorns.
- David Haverlack, grade 6
These two stories were written by students in John Patterson's Self-Contained Learning
Disabilities Class at Hudlow School in Tucson, Arizona
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"Granny's Goosy" by Vigantas Blandis, 17 yrs old, Kawnas
"Let's get acquainted. We, young amateur photographers from the Soviet
Union, want to tell you about ourselves: about the things we love and care about,
about how we study and enjoy ourselves, about our families... We live in many
different cities of the Soviet Union. The youngest among us is 8 years old; the oldest
is 18... We'd like to make a suggestion. Let's plan a return exhibit of young
American amateur photographers. The language of photography requires no
translation. Your photos will, in fact, continue the visual dialogue between us. And
we will also be able to understand what is near and dear to you, what you like and
what you don't like. What you think and dream about. You see we have a lot in
common, the main thing being our one Earth."
-The Soviet Children
(whose photographs are in this exhibit)
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"Oooh, wet!" by Alexei Nekerov,
14 yrs old, Magnitogorsk

t: -....
"Birthday" by Artur Klukin,
13 yrs old, Tiraspol

,c' -"

I
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"Our Tyorkin" by Yuri bondar,
14 yrs old, Chelyabinsk

"Gift" by Alexander Gulevich,
14 yrs old, Dzerzhinsk
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"Kindergarten" scenes by Mikhail Smetany,
17 yrs old, Krasnogorsk
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"On Holiday" by Andrei Petrov,
12 yrs old, Donetsk

"Grandmother" (from a series) by Vladimir Tuzhilkin,
15 yrs old, Kohtla-Yarve
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"Life" by Elena Datzenko,
14 yrs old, Kiev

"With Papa" by Igor Kasyanou,
17 yrs old, Tiraspol
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Skippin'j Srones Soup
Alphabet Soup: Alliterations from 3rd graders at Lorane Elementary School, Oregon
C- The cat crept calmly across the clear, clean canoe.
D- The darn dog and the dinosaur danced until dark and dozed off.
S- The stupid sheep was spitting on the ship.
W- Washington washed his white wonderful wig.
Y- The yellow yam yelled "yahoo" and "yippie" when it fell into yesterday's yucky
yogurt.

* Send us some of your own alphabet sentences...
Knots: The game Amy is playing here (Please see photograph of Amy on page 1), IS
called "Knots". First, you stand in a close circle, close your eyes and mix up your
hands in the middle. Each hand finds one other hand to hold. Then, you open your
eyes and try to get untangled without letting go of any hands. It takes cooperation and a
good bit of squirming around.

* Can you share any games where everyone wins?
pence
Peace peace peace in my heart
This is where world peace must start.

MXp, Jll[Xp B
BOT

c

ceplll(e Jll[oeJll[

'fero Ha'fHeliL

meera..- pence
Meera meera f sertse mayom
vot s chivo nachnyom
(Peace peace in my heart
This is where we will begin from.)
by Lynn Keicher, 16 yrs old,
Randolph Center, Vermont
Reprinted by permission, © by Carol Ann Stockton
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\:he moon
A lake is wavy like a snake.
Fishes and wishes come out of this
lake. Boats and rafts even
cats even ships and
shrimps, crabs, squid and sharks
and broken rocks and
sand even cans that is a
lake.

The moon
the moon
so white
so cool
will soon
so soon
alight
in the pool
the Dark pool of night.

-Melissa Brown, 3rd Grade
Applegate Elementary, Oregon

-Tina Conner, 3rd Grade
Applegate Elementary, Oregon

Live 1:he Sun of 1:he mornint:J
Live the sun of the morning
Live the Sun!
Cries the bird on the branch.
And the farmer he sings
Live the Sun!
And the strong orange tree
of oranges Live the Sun!
Live the Sun!
And the flag of colors
Cries Live the Sun!
All the land is a"live"
The world, everything, a flower
Live the Sun!

.----- --------._---- -_

.. _._- ._----~

E~v\(§s

YEARl\ay_~
* This poem was sent to us by a native Spanish speaker from Monika Ejerhed's
bilingual class in Hermosillo, Mexico. Maybe a native English speaker in a bilingual
class could translate it into Spanish?.
Vol. 1 no.1
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lfnCUjine . . .
The students at Applegate and Lorane Elementary School used their imaginations to
create the following poems.
Monday's moon day
Tuesday looks like a com dog.
Wednesday's a clarinet playing in a meadow.
Thursday's a broken watch, a thorn;
Thursday's full of closed doors.
Friday's Hawaii. Friday's a Ferrari.
Saturday feels like rock-n-roll.
Sunday's nothing day.

* You could
try writing a
calendar of
your own,
too!

January is a shooting star...
Tarragon
Just-cut grass
or horse feed,
licorice or
jelly beans.
It smells like
a permanent.

Cumin smells like..
Sawdust, my dog,
pepper candy,
the bird store
I go to.

Garlic
a pick-me-up,
a pizza place,
dirty socks, sour
cheese, horse hair,
my mom's meatloaf.

White Pepper smells like...
clam chowder,
hot fire,
the lonesome sea.

*y ou might try looking carefully at something.
Smell it. Listen to it. What does it feel like? Write
a poem comparing it to other things it reminds you
of...

"First to heat up the fire. I liked putting
wood in it. Then you put this tiny seed in a pan
and it popped very fast and got done very fast.
Tortillas are fun to make. You put it in this
press and (we) pressed it down and it made a
circle like a tortilla. Then we got to eat it wih
honey on it. Urn-urn! Armando was hard to
understand because he was from Mexico and
spoke a different language. I learned how to
make the tortillas by watching him."
-Tierra Wilson, 4 yrs old
(as told to her mother, Nancy)
Grass Valley, California
Vol. 1 no.l Sktpptn'j Srones Page 15

The Rama people are one of the indigenous groups of the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua.
Most of the Rama people live south of Bluefields on the island of Rama Cay and today
are speakers of a variety of English Creole specific to the island.

piun tukan - Rice Bird Month
January

enero

iibu tukan - Ibu Tree Month
February

febrero

Arbol que
Tree we
usamos para
use to make
hacer carbon.
charcoal.
Se hace posol
Little black bird heard singing in January. Its seeds
con sus
Pequeno pajaro negro que se oye cantar en make posol.
semillas.
enero.
raukrauk tukan - Copper Mouth
saliup tukan - Iguana Month
April
Fish Month
abril
March
marzo

~

~
Month when iguanas come to the beach
and river to lay eggs. Mes cuando las
iguanas bajan a las playas y los nos para
poner huevos.

uuli tukan - Green Sea Turtle Month
May

mayo

Month when --migrating
turtles pass by in the sea. Mes cuando
pasan migrando las tortugas por el mar.

Month of this big lagoon fish we catch with
a hook and shrimps bait. Mes de este gran
pez de la laguna que pescamos con anzuelo
y camada de chacalfn.

kartuk tukan - Wild Cane Arrow Month
June

Month when
wild cane to
make arrows
is mature

junio

II

~~

Mescuando
la cafta para
hacer flechas
esta madura.

For more information on the Rama project write to: Collette Craig, Council For Human Rights in
Latin America, 511 East 12th St., Eugene, OR 97401 or call 503-484-5867
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The Rama language is still alive. It has survived among the Ramas of the mainland
south of Punta Gorda and is still used by a community of speakers living in Cane
Creek. This calendar is one of the first attempts to write it down. The people responsible are Nora Rigby, Cristina Benjamins, Pedro McCrea, Renaldo McCrea, Jimmy
McCrea, Ruben Wilson, Collette Craig and Barbara Assadi.
sii tukan - Rain Month
July

pUis tukan - Hawksbill Month
julio

Time of bad weather. The sea is rough
and we have big storms. Temporada de
mal tiempo. El mar esm peligroso y hay
fuertes tormentas.
ngwiis tukan - Warbler Bird Month
September

septiembre

Month when the small white
bird migrates south. It sings in the night.
Mes cuando este pequeno pajaro blanco
migra hacia el sur. Canta del noche.
yaabra tukan - North Wind Month
November

noviembre

Month of the knot wind coming from the
north and from the sea that makes big
waves on the water. Mes del viento nudo
que viene del norte y del mar y que hace
grandes olas sobre el mar.

August

agosto

Month when
hawksbills are
plentiful at sea by the cays. They come to
lay eggs on the beaches. Mes cuando el
carey abunda en el mar cerca de las islas.
Vienen a poner huevos en los playas.
kukaaU tukan - Galley Fever
Fish Month
octubre

October

Month when this
fish passes by and
lives in lagoons, in the sea and up the bars.
Mes cuando este pez pasa cerca. Vive entonces en las lagunas, el mar y la barra.
krismas tukan - Christmas Month
December

diciembre

We are happy
then. The
women
make
cakes
and buns
if they find
what to make
them with.
Vol. I no.1

Hay alegria.
Las mujeres
hacen
pasteles
ypan
dulce si
encuentranlo
que necesitan
para hacerlos.
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Che p-re-pa..pe-r p-roducrs pe-riod
Dorothy O. White is a 91 year-old woman from Vermont who started writing at
the age of10. Her latest book, Afterglow( Green Hills BOQks, Randolph Center,
Vermont,1987) was written for her 48 grandchildren and great-grandchildren and
dedicated to "the younger generations who have added to my store of wisdom."

"But how in the world did you manage without Kleenex and paper towels and
paper napkins, Gran?" asked my granddaughter. "I'd be lost without them!"
"Well, we made do, in those days, with cloth, Melissa," I answered. "And we
had china plates and cups, and cloth diapers for our babies."
"But what a lot of washing, Gran!"
"Yes, and remember we had no washing machines, either," I added.
"Oh, Gran, it must have been pretty awful! What did you have, for God's
sake?"
"Well, we had rag bags and piece-drawers and button-boxes-and I rather miss
them, I must say!"
"Button-boxes? Why would you want a box made of buttons, Gran?"
"Not made of buttons, Melissa, to hold buttons. Before zippers were invented,
you know. We needed lots of buttons! My mother kept hers in the bottom drawer of
her bureau and once in a while she let me pour them all out in a newspaper where I
would sort them according to colors, or sizes or whatever. They were a wonderful
attraction to a child, a sort .of tangible rainbow."
"You spoke of a 'piece-drawer,' too. What was that, Gran?"
"That was a built-in drawer in the china-closet, meant to hold table-linen, but in
my home the tablecoths and napkins were kept in a long drawer in the sideboard and the
little rolls of 'pieces' were stored in the pantry drawer. That was where we turned for
material for patches or make-overs and so on."
"You have to remember that we did not live near stores, and there were few mailorder opportunities. We made most of our clothing, and it was important to have a
good supply of material. Talk about recycling! Nothing was wasted in my day. The
piece-drawer was filled with the left-overs of years of garment-making. My
grandmother would open the drawer, lift out a small roll of pale blue brocade and say
fondly, 'That came from your Aunt Emily's wedding-dress. It ought to make a nice
collar-and-cuff set for the brown wool I'm going to cut out for you.'
"Our clothes were made from good materials and could last for years; they might
appear and re-appear as a skirt or cape or even a small-size dress for me. Sometimes a
dress would come up for 'alterations' or refurbishing, having seen several seasons of
wear. One of the most popular methods of achieving a 'new look' was the addition of a
collar-and-cuff set of contrasting color or material. A set of bright red sewed on a navy
serge dress would brighten and change the basic stand-by for another season. And the
Roman-striped taffeta which had made the lining of a winter jacket was just right for a
VoL 1 no.1
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new yoke on a tired gown."
"The third 'institution' which I miss nowadays is the rag bag. Ours hung on the
back of the cellar door and was the repository of all discarded cotton sheets, pillow
cases, tablecloths and underwear. A constant supply filled the household's needs for
bandages, dust-scrubbers, and nose-blowers during a 'flu season.'
"And as for diapers, Melissa, no good mother in my day could have conceived of
subjecting her infant to paper pants!! Not that she might not have been tempted to
experiment if she had been given a sample! Washing and drying those bird's-eye cloth
diapers was not simple, especially in wet weather."
Melissa shook her curly head. "I just can't imagine it, Gran," she said soberly.
"You are lucky, Melissa," I told her. "But your generation, like your mother's
and grandmother's, will have its own particular problems, too, even though you are
partakers ofall the paper products and their privileges!"

my SnUoon
My balloon
My balloon is up in the sky
Up in the sky, way up high
My balloon is red and has a bear
It has a blue bonnet and pink hair
Now my balloon is the highest and first
Oh! Oh! After my blabber mouth- it burst!
-Ranjana Das,
4th grade, Warren, Ohio
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Varfor skulle man inte
kunna dela pa ant
nu nar alIa kan ralma
Why not share everything
now that everyone
knows how to count.
From "En snigels dagbook"
by Erik Ransemar, Sweden

-Patrick Johnson, 8 yrs old, Sweden
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Star fish skipping rope!

Missy Mouse is a funny little mouse.

Her name is
Shana. She
has lots of
friends.

The Ostopisisit's
name. His
favorite color
IS green.

Crystal Green is in the 3rd grade at Milton Elementary School in Vermont.
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1 Corne 1=rorn lnclia..
-Rachel Champa Parker
[Rachel Champa was born February 16, 1979. She lived in an orphanage called
Ashirwad, run by the Society for International Child Welfare in Calcutta, India.
Champa was adopted by the Parker family of Philadelphia in the Spring of1987. She
created this drawing while I was visiting.-Arun N. Toke]
Dede * helped me to put on clothes. She lived in the big house in India where I
went after I got found by the policeman. The policeman talked to me. I was lost in a
crowd of people. The policeman took me in and Dede came and picked me up. Dede
helped me make my bed. I played outside with the other kids. Dede watched us. One
part of the big house was a school. A lot of people were there. People came and sat
down and watched us dance. When the dance finished we had presents and food and
toys. Then the people went away. Our teacher gave us balloons and went home.
Auntie Nina came. She said, "Champa, you are going to Philadelphia. I am
going to take your picture." Then I came to Philadelphia. I came on the airplane.
Everybody took a lot of pictures of me. When I got home Anne helped me put on my
nightgown. Then I went to sleep.

n
*Dede means older sister in Bengali. It is commonly used, even to address women
who are not your sister. Can you think of some affectionate nicknames? You might
try including them in a story and let readers guess what they mean.
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This is stringy
like your little fingy.
The sauce is thick
when it touches your lips,
it bums them.

A bell swings but doesn't ring.
Wheat on a stick, but it's not to eat.
It looks like a guitar, but doesn't play.
The wind blows through the blades of grass.
The dust blows through the blades of grass.

-3rd graders, Mohawk Elementary,
Springfield, Oregon

-Jami Kay Curry, 4th Grade
Applegate Elementary,
Lorane, Oregon

I have antennaes and spit
brown juice, jump around
and get fed to fish
and spiders.

I get cut in the summer. People
play golf on me. Crows eat me.
I stay out at night and get rained on.

-Jan Bryson, 5th Grade
Lorane, Oregon

An old man is looking at us.
His eyes look like an O.
~
It looks like a wheel.
An old man is licking his moustache.
~ ''l
He is grabbing cookies.
He is at the dentist opening his mouth.
An old man is waving goodbye.

-2nd graders, Mohawk Elementary,
Springfield, Oregon

-Preston Jentzsch, 5th Grade,
Lorane, Oregon

I have two eyes
and an alligator mouth.
I swing back and forth
on my bar.
I eat and eat
and I never get fat.
I have no brain
but I'm really sharp.

-5th graders, Mohawk Elementary,
Springfield, Oregon

*We welcome your riddles and mind bogglers.
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"If the sun were 4 feet in diameter, would the earth be the size of a beach ball, a
softball or a pea?" Architect Ernest Wright asked students from the Lower Branch
School in Braintree, Vermont.
These students decided to make a model of the sun, earth and moon and their
relative distances from each other based on a scale of 1 inch = 217,000 miles.
Afterwards, they discovered that the earth they built was the size of a pea (almost half
an inch in diameter)! The moon was about four times smaller (one-eighth of an inch in
diameter) and 400 times smaller than the sun! The sun was 428 feet from the earth and
the moon was just a little over 13 inches away.

Student project
members were Mike
Connolly, Matt Crisp,
Jim Dickinson, Jason
Larocque, Jason Legacy,
Tina Payne, Steve Piko,
Andy Simpson and
Burt Spooner.

* Maybe you would like to try this idea with speed?

For instance, if the earth was
moving around the sun at the speed of a fast horse, let's say 20 miles an hour, how fast
would the moon be moving around the earth?...
Strange new faces
A swarm of desks with one for me
Some snicker but one smiles

Word for word
I tried to read my enticing book though it
was too dark.
As I passed under the street light
I caught a glimpse of the next word.

From my room I hear
The laughter from the party
I am not invited
I hear the laughter of my mother
I hear the laughter of my father.

-Tara Mohr, 10 yrs old and
Judy Reeves, 9 yrs old,
California
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Students in Ruth Gibbian's class" A Taste of Many Cultures" through the University of Oregon's Talented and Gifted program this summer read folktales from several countries, looked for similarities and made a chart of what they discovered:
Tricks

Soviet Union- Baba Yaga

Objects
Talk

-V

Animals Hero
& Villain
Talk

Magic

Threes

Animal
Helpers

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

Italy- Cock with a Stone in
its Head
Korea- Land ofMorning
Calm
Japan- Rabbit in the Moon

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

-J

-V

-V

-V

China- Thief

-V

-V

-V

-V

-V

Malaysia- Tiger and Deer

-V

-V

-V

India -

-V

-V

-V

Usha

-V

-V

*y ou could do your own comparisons of stories you read and share these discoveries
with Skipping Stones . ..

e

)1 ~~

r

~mJL~

Ruth's class also learned some Chinese characters and wrote stories to include a
few of them:
One 13 in the.Fl of June/, there was a A.. who liked to climb l1.\ .
Today, he was looking for the tallest 1.4 that he could find. He
for
miles and miles, until one B he found what he was looking for. So, he clImbed and
climbed but he forgot his equipment. Right at that second he saw a bear. It said, "You
must get down or else you will freeze". The A.. replied, "I know, but thanks for telling me". So he climbed "f.

'=

One day in ancient1f{ila young boy decided to find and climb the largest U! he
could find. He travelled all 8 and night. One 8 ,he finally found it, he could not
even see the top of the 1.4 ,he started climbing. Finally, he reached the top, he saw a
giant ~ . The boy turned around and ran!! He ran and ran. He reached the bottom. From then on, he never climbed as much as a ladder.

* Can you guess what these characters mean? Maybe you could write a collage story
yourself and have our readers guess what the foreign words mean....
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Che Couple \"Vho \"Vished

For

C\..

Child

There once was a large beautiful woman with thick red hair. She was married to a
large man who was dark with bushy black hair. But they were not happy, because they
had no children. So they would fight and bicker, and bicker and fight all day. And
when they went to bed at night they would each tum their backs and say "hhmph!"
They were very unhappy and wished they had children.
One day the man said to his wife, "I am going to talk to the wise man in the
mountain. He will know how we can have children."
So he went into the mountain and told the wise man their problem, and how unhappy they were. The wise man looked at him and said, "I can help you, but you must
bring some things with which to make a child. First you must swim to the bottom of
the ocean and collect the large sea shells down there and bring them back to me to use to
make the bones of your child."
The man heard what the wise man had said, and he went home to his wife. He
was very sad. "What's the matter?" asked his wife.
"I cannot swim to the bottom of the ocean!" the man said. "I would drown! It is
much too far for me to swim without breathing!"
The man and the woman sat there sadly, wondering what to do. Then the woman
said, "I have an idea! We can take a long hose with us, and when you dive into the
ocean, you can hold one end of the hose to your mouth, and I'll stand on the rock above
the ocean and hold the other end of the hose and blow air down through the hose to you
under the water!"
The man thought about it, and then said, "That's a great idea!" So they got a long
hose and went down to the ocean. The man took one end and dove into the water. The
woman stood on the rock above the ocean and blew air down through the other end of
the hose to her husband while he went down to the bottom of the ocean and gathered up
the large sea shells that lay there. He also found clams in the ocean to use to make their
child's heart. In one of the clams they found a large pearl, so they knew the heart of
their child would be kind and wise.
Then he took all these things to the wise man, who was very happy. "You have
done very well," he said to the man. "Now you must bring me a live lion, for I will
need the strong muscles of the lion to make the body of your child."
The man heard what the wise man had said, and he went home to his wife. He
was very sad. "What's the matter?" his wife asked him.
"I cannot catch a live lion! Why, a live lion would kill me if I even got close to it,
let alone tried to catch it!" So they both sat down sadly, and wondered what to do.
Then the woman said, "Come on, I will help you catch a lion. Bring a good
strong rope." So the man got a good strong rope and followed the woman out to the
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grassy plains where the lions lived. They found a tall tree, and climbed into it. Then the
woman said to her husband, "Now roar like a lion."
So the man roared, "Groaaaaaaahhlll!" Then they listened, and heard nothing. So
he roared again, "GROAAAAAAHHLLL!!!" They listened again, and heard a faint roar
in the distance. Then the man roared as loud as he could, "GROAAAAAAAHHLLL!!!!"
The woman said, "That's good, now climb high in the tree and hide in the
branches." So he did, and soon the lion came into view. The woman did not look at
him. She closed her eyes and began to sing softly, "Lo, dee doe, dee doe, doe doe, Lo,
dee doe, doe doe doe." The lion looked at her and began circling the tree in the hot sun.
The woman kept on singing softly. "Lo, dee doe, dee doe, doe doe," as the lion sat
down and continued to listen. "La, dee doe, doe doe doe."
The lion lay down, and as he listened to the woman's sweet singing, he closed
his eyes. The singing filled his head, and carried him softly off to sleep in the warm
sun. When the woman saw that he was sleeping, although she kept singing, she motioned to her husband to climb down. The man climbed quietly down the tree with his
rope. While the woman continued to sing softly, the man crept quietly up to the lion,
and caught him with the rope.
By the time the lion realized what was happening, the man had snared his feet,
and was tying his mouth shut. After the man had securely bound the lion up with the
rope, he lifted the beast onto his back, and carried him to the wise man.
When the wise man saw the man coming with a lion on his back, he smiled. He
was very happy. "You have done very well:' he said to the man. "There is one last
thing you must do."
"Tonight there will be no moon, and the stars will be bright. You must go out
into the night and get some starlight, and hold it in your hands, and bring it to me to use
to make the eyes of your child."
The man heard what the wise man had said, and he went home to his wife. He
was very sad. "What's the matter ?" asked his wife.
"How can I ever hope to even reach the stars, let alone take back some of their
light in my hand?" he moaned. And they sat down sadly, and wondered what to do.
They sat and sat a long time. Eventually, the sun went down, and it became dark.
Just as the wise man had said, there was no moon out, and the sky was clear and full of
brilliant stars. The man and his wife walked out into the grassy plains and looked at the
stars. They jumped high and reached in the air, but they could not reach the stars. They
threw stones at the stars to knock them out of the sky, but no star fell. They climbed the
highest tree they could find and swung a long stick from the highest branch, but it
didn't even come close to the stars.
They walked sadly through the night, until they came upon a lake. They sat down
sadly and watched the water lapping at the shore. Suddenly the man jumped up and
yelled, "Look! Look!" as he ran splashing into the water.
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"What?! What do you see?" asked his wife, jumping up.
The man came stumbling back to her holding some water in his cupped hands.
"Look, look into the water. There is the light of the stars in the water, and I'm holding it
in my hands!"
The woman looked into his hands, and sure enough, she saw the light of the stars
reflecting in the water. She clapped her hands with joy, and ran to get a bowl. She
came back and they filled the bowl with water from the lake. Then they went as fast as
they could through the night to where the wise man lived.
When the wise man saw them coming, he smiled. And when they showed him
the light of the stars they held in their hands, he was very happy. "You have done very
well," he said to them.
He looked into the woman's eyes, and he saw that the time was right. "You have
done a very good job," he said to them. "Now your work is done, and you may go
home. And in nine months, you will have a baby."
The man and the woman were overjoyed. They were so happy they jumped and
shouted. They thanked the wise man, and they hugged and kissed each other and went
home to bed. And in nine months, the woman gave birth to a child.
The end
-Eli Dumitru
© 1988, all rights reserved
Kindergarten teacher
Cottage Grove, Oregon
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-Sarah Burke, 7 yrs old, Cottage Grove, Oregon
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All Aboard!
Parents & Teachers for Social Responsibility, Moretown, Vennont, recently elected
three young people, ages 13 - 15 yrs old, to its board of directors in an effort to involve
children more directly in issues that affect their lives and futures.
Cara Wick, 13, and Sarah Cullins, 15, both of Burlington, Vennont and Jacob
Ohlsson, 15, of Underhill, Vennont had travelled this year to the Soviet Union and to
Bonn, West Gennany with a citizen diplomacy delegation. They will advise the board
on new projects.

Peace Trees
Young people (ages 16-22) from the United States, Soviet Union and India are invited
to join a team that will spend two weeks reforesting a barren area of south India in
December, 1988. Another team will go to Costa Rica in February, 1989. To join the
team or donate a Peace Tree, contact Earthstewards Network, Box 106597, Bainbridge
Island, WA, 98110 USA.

1988 Nobel Peace Prize goes to the United Nations
The 1988 Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to the United Nations for its commitment and
work to achieve international peace and cooperation. Earlier this year, the United
Nations was instrumental in bringing an end to the eight-year old war between the
Middle Eastern neighbors- Iran and Iraq.
*Can you tell us 1987 and earlier recipients of the Nobel Peace Prize? To whom would
you like to give the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize? Why?

Hurricane Joan
The Atlantic Coastal Region, home of the Rama Indians who are featured in this issue,
was hit recently by a fierce hurricane. Rama Cay, the island where many of the Rama
Indians live, was almost completely destroyed along with Bluefields, the largest coastal
town. Fortunately,
because of careful
preparation and
cooperation, most
of the people from
these areas are still
alive, striving to
rebuild their towns
and houses before
the rainy season.

Rama Cay Boy Photo by Collette Craig
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La Vfbora Chiquilina--The Little Bitty Snake, was written in both Spanish and English,
and also illustrated by 9 year old Jonna Rodieck, who dedicated it to his mom. Here is a
sample page from the book:

Esta Viborita decidi6
salir en su
botecito...
The little bitty snake
decided to
gorowmg m
his little bitty boat.

Published by Open Hand Publishing, 5 Securities Building, 1904 Third Avenue,
Seattle, Washington. This book is published in two other bilingual editions: French!
English and Japanese/English.

"Gramma said that the spirit mind was like any other muscle. If you used it, it
got bigger and stronger. She said the only way it could get that way was using it
to understand, but you couldn't open the door to it until you quit being greedy
and such with your body mind. Then understanding commenced to take up, and
the more you tried to understand, the bigger it got."
The Education of Little Tree. by Forrest Carter, 1987 (University ofNew Mexico Press,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 216 pps) tells the true story of a Cherokee boy growing up
in the woods with his grandparents. Little Tree learns to live and to love the traditional
Cherokee way, with respect for the wisdom in nature. He becomes friends with birds
and animals until the law comes to take him to school:
"I got to know the spring branch, following it up the hollow: the dip swallows that
hung sack nests in the willows and fussed at me until they got to know me -- then
they would stick out their heads and talk; the frogs that sung all along the banks,
but would hush when I moved close, until Granpa told me that frogs can feel the
ground shake when you walk. He showed me how the Cherokee walks, not heel
down, but toe down, slipping the moccasins on the ground. Then I could come
right up, and set down beside a frog and he would keep singing."
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Nerwo.,-kin'j
Children's Photo Exhibition: You are invited to send (no more than) 3 of
your own photographs for possible inclusion in the return exhibition to the USSR. '
Please send us only photographs taken by you in the USA. They should be prints
(color or black-and-white) either 8xl0 or llxl4. Include your name, age address, and
a title with each photo. (Age limit 18 years.) Send by December 31, 1988.
Photographs can not be returned, but participants will be notified as to those selected.
Please contact:
Earthstewards Network
US/USSR Children's Photography Exchange
P.O. Box 10697,Winslow, WA 98110
Children of the Green Earth is "a non-profit educational organization
committed to creating a global network of children who by planting and caring for trees
experience themselves as stewards of the Earth and part of one human family." Their
quarterly newsletter is available from:
Children ofthe Green Earth,
P.O. Box 95219, Seattle, WA, 98145-2219.
UNICEF, United Nations Children's Fund ( in USA - 475 Oberlin Ave.
South, Cn 2110, Lakewood, Nf, 08701) offers a catalogue of books with international
recipes and games from around the world. They also publish an annual calendar of
children's drawings from around the world. Here is a picture drawn by 12 yr old,
Cindy Mutale from Zambia which is in the calendar for 1989:
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"My Disabled Friend"

pen PaLs
Have you ever considered being a penpal? Jennifer Leah Brown from-Long
Beach, California, who has 30 pen pals around the world, offers a few ideas about
doing it ...
"One good thing to remember while writing letters is that although our lives may
be boring to ourselves, they usually are not boring to others, so we can write on just
about any topic we want to. Oftentimes, it is easier to write about something that has
happened to us rather than to talk about it. We learn to open up to other people by
writing letters in which we discuss our lives, our families, our hobbies, etc...
Pen-palling gives you the chance to make friends all over the world as well as a
chance to improve your writing skills. By writing to people from all over the world,
you can learn about the different lives and cultures of other people.
You can look in the "penpals wanted" section and select a person(s) to write a
letter to - though the person may start out to be a stranger, they may eventually become
a good friend."

Penpals wanted:

Austin Munsell
2920 Washington
Eugene, Oregon 97405 USA

4th and 5th Grade Students
c/o Sylvia Scott, teacher
South Park School,
508 Douglas St.,
Victoria, B.C., V8V 2P7, Canada

Ranjana Das, 9 yrs
1657 Cranberry Lane, NE
Warren, Ohio 44483 USA

Zack Freeman, 11 yrs
Holly Hock Hill
Randolph, Vermont 05060 USA

Ryan Parker, 8 yrs
1812 Covingtree Bend
Independence, MO 64057 USA

Aimee Hanson, 11 yrs
24 Weston Street
Randolph, Vermont 05060 USA

Ann· Blanchard, Fellowship Community

241 Hungry Hollow Road
Spring Valley, NY 10977 USA

"I would rather swim than draw, would rather draw than eat and would rather eat
than sweat on a sweltering hot summer day of the hottest summer on record.
Purple is my favorite color. I would like to be tap dancer when I grow up."
~rystal Green, 8 yrs
R.R. 4, P.G.Box 354
Y"'f
G(ee h
Milton, Vermont 05468
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* Send us your address if you want to be listed in next issue's Penpals Wanted.
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SOJne 'ChinfjS Co bo and Cell us A..bour.
you Jnicjhr...
* share what your name means and what language its from.
* draw a detailed map of your neighborhood, your house or your room.
* make up a riddle or recipe.
* watch two movies or read two books with similar stories and compare them. Which
seems more true to you? What do the characters care about? What do they struggle
with? What would you do in their situation? Have you had similar experiences?

* share what the seasons are like where you live or tell about special days you celebrate.
* ask a question directed to someone from another country, or just about something
you've always pondered over. ( What's it like to live in a desert? How come some trees
grow taller than others? Or, what's a blue moon?)
'\,"\7har does you..,.. ncune tnea.n?
Amiee-Loved one, French
Arissa- Rainbow Goddess, Greek
Aria Marina- Song of the Sea, Italian
Haifa- The Slender, beautiful one, Arabic
Arun- Morning Sun, Sanskrit, India
Erynn- Land of Greenery, Gaelic
Wayan- First born, Indonesian
Linda- Beautiful, Spanish

* Can you find out the special meaning of your name?

Write us and tell us about your

name and the language or culture it comes from.
(Remember to first read the guidelines about submissions on the last page of Skipping
Stones. You might want to include a few photos, too. Also, we are always looking for
representatives and reporters to help get the word out about Skippinej SronetJ. Write
and ask how you can become one! ...)
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-Virginia, 8 yrs old, El Encinal
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Th~ ~ .fo~ Misrrta.tc.heJ, ;~e~s.·
by Krista Koontz

Guidelines for Submissions
We welcome writings in any form and in every language, artwork and
photography from and for children.
We also welcome writings by adults which are valuable and
interesting to children and which encourage their active
participation.
There is no
pieces (one
equivalent)
of material

restriction on length of submissions, however, shorter
to two pages of double-spaced typed pages or its
are preferable. This allows us to publish a wider range
from more readers.

If your writing is in a language other than English, we would like
you to send us an English translation, if possible.
If space
permits, we would attempt to publish a side-by-side translation
along with the original writing.
All material must be your own work and should be neatly written or
typed. If you would like your work returned, please include a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Be sure to include your name, address, age or grade (if you are a
student) and, if you would like, a short paragraph describing
yourself and your background.
Paintings, drawings and cartoons are accepted in any color or size.
Black and white photographs on glossy paper are preferable,
however, we will consider slides or color photographs.
We would like to remind you that Skipping Stones is a multi-ethnic
children's forum and we wish to encourage exchange of ideas,
thoughts, discussions and dialogue.
Letters to the editor, pen-pal letters, suggestions on activities
that children can do, reports on children's projects, and any other
ideas that you might wish to share are always welcome.
If your work appears in Skipping Stones you will receive two
complimentary copies of that issue.
Please send all submissions to:

SkippinCj Srones,
80574 Hazelton Road,
Cottage Grove, OR 97424, USA
Tel. no. (503) 942-9434
Recycled Paper

Papier recycle

Photo by Scott Erikson
"I remember when I was ten how I use to love to go to school. Because once I
reach the school ground it was like walking into fun land. My girlfriends and I would
start jumping Double Dutch rope. And sooner or later the boys would start jumping in
and out the rope mess up our game. And the next thing you know the boys would be
running after us girls and we be playing a game call catch a girl kiss a girl. And we will
go to the store an buy a belly A worst of candy. And we sit in class and eat it and pass
some to other kids. So time we would get catch with the candy and the teacher take it
away from us. And in the winter time the boys would run after us and throw snow
balls and trip us girls in the snow..."
-Ruscinda Jackson
Storefront School
Champaign, Illinois

